
ALFIE MENDEZ
Multicultural, All Industry Interpreter

Contact Me

+52 4521990228

alfiemendezdrv@gmail.c
om

Cutzi 315
Morelia,Mexico

https://www.proz.com/i
nterpreter/2615582

Social Profile

linkedin.com/in/alfie-
mendez-7b8441196

Other Info

Skills
Professional, culturally aware,
experienced

Languages
English, Spanish

Interest
Music, Cinema, Travel

About Me

Living both in the USA and Mexico since I was a child
provided me the opportunity to become an early
bilingual. Because of this, relatives and friends would
seek me out to teach them English since my early
teens. I later went on to become an English teacher
both privately and in different schools, institutes and
universities. 

After becoming a single parent, I just didn't have the
availability for a full-time job, which is why I was so
thrilled when I eventually discovered the amazing
world of remote interpretation. I've been progressively
trained and certified in ever more specific fields and
wish to continue improving. 

It's been perfect for me because I can schedule my
own hours and work from home, which allows me the
time to be a better father to my son. 

I am currently a proud member of the Pre-screened
Professionals pool at proz.com and I'm right where I
want to be; the international interpretation scene,
where I'm applying my experience, cultural sensitivity
and awareness to good use, offering my services in
any field including medical, school, insurance, retail,
emergencies, products and services, IT, marketing and
more... 

Thank you for your time and consideration,

 
Best regards.



References
Here's my feedback and ratings
card:
https://www.proz.com/feedbac
k-
card/2615582?visitor_view=tru
e

Experience

2003 - 2005 Verizon | Telvista Call Center | Tech Support
Representative
My job was to take calls from high speed DSL internet
customers who were having problems with their
service and assist them in resolving them.

2007 - 2013 University, High School, Elementary, Private
Tutoring | English Professor
Teaching English is great, but it certainly does not
fulfill me the same way as being a direct, instant link
for communication worldwide, bringing my skill set,
knowledge, cultural awareness and abilities to use in
real time, actually being there, knowing that with every
call that ends I've actually helped someone who really
needed it.

I identify myself more as an interpreter than as a
professor. That being said, it’s also very fulfilling to
see the expressions on kids and adults faces alike
when they finally begin to understand, use, think and
dream in the English language.

2015 - Present Remotely (From Home) | Medical Specialist
Interpreter
I started mostly with customer service and 911 calls.
As I continued to make improvements, I was
subsequently trained and promoted through different
tiers; I received calls from schools, government
agencies, immigration, banks, insurance companies,
legal offices, IT… Eventually I was trained and
promoted to MSI (Medical Specialist Interpreter). It is
then that I started receiving mostly medical calls
ranging from regular visits to the Doctor’s office to a
direct link with the surgeon running toward the ER. I do
admit I liked it a little better when I received all kinds of
calls; the anticipation of the unknown. It was just so
exciting, I lived through all kinds of wonderful
experiences such as assisting an astronaut while he
was actually in space configuring a satellite while he



spoke to an engineer trying to set up communications
in a remote location in South America so the people
there could get help from the exterior when they really
needed it such as provisions, doctors and medication.
It’s truly the best to help people with all sorts of
communication needs, wether medical, technical,
business or social services, like in shelters and
immigration offices, checkpoints or detention centers,
hospitals... Anywhere.

 |

Education

ITM |
It's a great University, and Business Administration is
OK, but not great for me. I realized it wasn't what I
wanted to do, so I dropped out to pursue other goals.

 |

Projects

2020 -
unknown

Freelance Interpreter | Expansion

I love the freedom of being a freelancer, but I'm now
looking to increase my workload by freelancing with
more companies or may even consider a full-time job
if the opportunity shows great potential.

 |


